
Parallel Universes 

In 2001 I had my first visions as related to NuVoWay LifeStyle Centres (with 8 courts 
each of racquetball, squash, tennis and badminton/short tennis, 8 table tennis tables, a 
cutting edge fitness centre and sports bar/resto with 4 golf simulators) and G3 Golf 36 
Hole Championship Layouts (with sports bar/resto with 4 golf simulators).  In 
subsequent years I developed this vision, seeing greater than 250 of each of these 
areas by 2030 and 10,000 such facilities across the world by 2050.


In the natural, in this universe, nothing happened.  This doesn’t mean that nothing 
happened.  What I have come to understand is that with every decision we make a new 
universe breaks away and follows that decision.  Imagine if immediately following my 
outlining the LifeStyle Centres and Golf Layouts, people with the finances and interest 
set forth towards developing these facilities all across the world.  By July 1, 2025, we 
would be nearing 25 years of potential developments in parallel earths.  This would 
mean that in these parallel earths there may well be nearing the 10,000 G3 Destination 
Locations I envision for 2050!


That sets the table!  If parallel universes, parallel earths and an infinite number of 
‘twinselves’ do exist, the likelihood is that in many of these universes there are a huge 
number of facilities.  The question then becomes; ‘how do we get to these parallel 
universes?’  The answer is transcendence.  Actually, we are already going between 
parallel universes in the normal course of our days at present.  


My distinct belief is that all will not transcend to these amazing parallel earths.  Those 
who do not believe and of lower consciousness will have to wait until their 
consciousness grows towards transcendence.  As a matter of fact, I believe it is 
already happening!  I have set a firm date.  Many people will see me as a failure as they 
will remain on this earth on July 1, 2025.  A great many more will transcend to this new 
reality, where there will be no form of currency (a Moneyless Society), peace and love 
will reign supreme, all of mankind will be equal, basically, everything which John 
Lennon sung about in Imagine will be realized!  Thank you John!


The predictions I have made for July 1, 2025 include the following:

• There will be G3 Destination Locations developed down to every city in every 

country across the world (approximately 10,000).  NuVoWay LifeStyle Centres 
and G3 Golf Championship Layouts will be available to everyone at no cost!


• Come Away With Me.  The ongoing story of the life of Ross Harvey will 
open in theatres and streaming video in all areas across the world.  It will be free 
to all!  In one week from opening, the movie will have been watch by in excess 
of 1 billion people - the largest box office success in movie history!


https://nuvoway.ca/Onwards.php
http://g3golf.ca/Onwards.php
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBRpF7JvQCs&t=1s
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